Twilight Zone TV installation
Be sure the game is switched off during installation. Open the coin door and retrieve the backbox keys. Open
the backbox by unlocking it at the top and lifting the class out. Set it in a safe place. Lift out the speaker
panel and lay it on a towel on the game cover glass. Swing open the lamp board for access to the power driver
Board.

Mount the fork lug that is on the black
wire under a mounting screw as shown.
Clip the red alligator on TP1 for 12 volts
as shown. Lower the TV down into the
base cabinet carefully and push all the
extra cable down with it. Close up the
backbox reversing the steps.
Rotate the yellow handle in the coin
door to the left releasing the cover glass
lock bar. Lift it off and close the coin
door. Slide the cover glass off and set
it safely to the side. Pull the ball shooter
out about an inch with your right hand
an lift up on the playfield arch with your
left hand to clear the plunger. Now use
both hands to lift the playfield up and
pull it onto the support rails.

Reach behind the playfield and retrieve the TV and place it on the playfield. Put the playfield back into the cabinet
remembering to pull the ball shooter back so as not to damage the rubber tip. Note there is a wood piece near the
front edge of the area under the backbox. You can see 3 screws in the picture above. A good place to mount the
TV is on that wood piece in line with the center screw. Use the center adhesive dot to stick it to the wood. You
can keep the other two dots in reserve or use them but only one will hold the TV adequately. The TV will not
be in the way when lifting the playfield as it comes past it in the process. Feed the extra cable into the base
cabinet behind the TV. Turn on the game and the TV should start working. Replace the cover glass, lock bar and
lock the coin door.

